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The Jakarta project consists of many powerful open source tools for the Java platform, but most lack tutorials or clear online help documentation. Apache Jakarta and Beyond is the definitive guide to using Jakarta and other Java open source tools to develop Web applications more efficiently and effectively.

In this example-packed book, readers will find

	
    An introduction to the philosophy behind the Jakarta project

    
	
    Details on many ready-to-use Java toolkits, including Ant, JUnit, Cactus, Log4J, POI, Tomcat, James, Struts, and more

    
	
    In-depth guidelines on how to develop with multiple toolkits

    
	
    A guide to splitting work along lines of "what is available" and "what must be written"

    
	
    Best practices for development, such as the model/view/controller paradigm

    
	
    Numerous examples that can serve as templates for readers' own projects

    


The accompanying CD-ROM contains templates and complete code examples from the book.

Whether you are developing client applications, Web applications, or Web services, Apache Jakarta and Beyond will help you use existing code to simplify the task at hand.
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UNIX Unleashed: System Administrator's EditionSams Publishing, 1997
Master the Unix file systems and syntax as both a user and administrator with Unix Unleashed: System Administrator's Edition. Become an expert on the Unix system's organization, file storage, and essential commands. This large, comprehensive volume provides you with the fundamentals of system administration, including how to get around the...
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iPad: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Apple announced the original iPad on January 27, 2010, and the
	
		technology world hasn’t been the same since. Customers rushed to buy
	
		the tablet, snapping up more than 300,000 the day it went on sale.
	
		Competitors rushed to copy it, with Samsung, Motorola, Amazon, and others
	
		creating their own variations on...
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Encyclopedia of Parallel Computing (Springer Reference)Springer, 2011


	Parallelism, the capability of a computer to execute operations concurrently, has been a constant throughout the

	history of computing. It impacts hardware, software, theory, and applications. The fastest machines of the past few

	decades, the supercomputers, owe their performance advantage to parallelism. Today, physical limitations...
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Handbook on Hyperbaric MedicineSpringer, 2006

	The decade since the first Handbook on Hyperbaric Medicine has seen major advances: studies have clarified the actions of hyperbaric oxygenation; clinical practice is becoming more scientific; various organisational and operational guidelines are now widely accepted. This new Handbook arises from the EU Co-operation in Science and Technology...
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Oracle Performance Tuning and OptimizationSams Publishing, 1996
Database management software and the manipulation of data has evolved to  where it touches every aspect of our lives. A day doesn’t go by in which we  don’t access a database. Whether we are withdrawing money from an ATM machine,  opening a checking account, or purchasing groceries, every aspect of our lives  is affected by...
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Cost Estimation Techniques for Web ProjectsIGI Global, 2007
Having realistic estimates of effort at an early stage in a Web project's life is vital to the successful management of resources. The principles of the prediction process are identifying the influencing factors, gathering past project data, generating an effort prediction model, and assessing the effectiveness of such prediction model.    Cost...
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